SUS Representative Council Report

Legislative Council of the Students’ Society of McGill University
2nd April 2020

Updates
- Everything is cancelled… cause COVID
  - Rip After Hours
  - Rip Grad ball
  - Rip all of the sustainability portfolio
  - Rip SUSANs
  - etc.
- The SUS has been meeting regularly through ZOOM
- New accountability things coming
  - COI
  - Minutes repository
  - New Fall Referendum for next year
- New/updated constitutions
  - Our own constitutional changes approved in Winter referendum
  - MISA
  - Monty
  - CUSS
- New Executives and Reps have been chosen
  - President: Sydney Merritt
  - Academic: Sneha Shinde
  - Finance: Me!
  - Internal: Jared Warden-Joseph
  - External: Andrew Lewis
  - Sustainability: Maxine Wu
  - Communications: Arundhati Nair
  - SSMU Reps: Joy Zhang, Lorna Fernandez Ciruela, Shivali Sood
  - Senator: Haoyi Qiu
- Appointed position package was released last week, it is due midnight today so if you are still thinking about it make sure you send the application today!! (It might be extended though)

Respectfully Submitted,
Rohan Bhutkar
Representative to SSMU
Science Undergraduate Society
Office: (514) 398-6979
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